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Anytime
28' (8.53m)   2003   Carolina Classic   28
Fort Lauderdale   Florida  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Carolina Classic
Engines: 2 Volvo Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: Penta KAMD 300 Cruise Speed: 25 Knots
Engine HP: 300 Max Speed: 30 Knots
Beam: 10' 6" Cabins/Heads: / 1
Max Draft: 2' 8" Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: 30 G (113.56 L) Fuel: 220 G (832.79 L)

$115,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Saltwater Fishing
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2003
Beam: 10'6'' (3.20m)
Max Draft: 2' 8'' (0.81m)
LOA: 28' (8.53m)
Heads: 1

Maximum Speed: 30 Knots
Cruise Speed: 25 Knots
Range NM: 182
Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Bridge Clearance: 15' 10

Dry Weight: 15600 lbs
Fuel Tank: 220 gal (832.79 liters)
Fresh Water: 30 gal (113.56 liters)
HIN/IMO: CAR28405D303
Stock #: B93511

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
Volvo
Penta KAMD 300
Inboard
300HP
223.71KW
Fuel: Diesel
Hours: 405

Engine 2
Volvo
Penta KAMD 300
Inboard
300HP
223.71KW
Fuel: Diesel
Hours: 405
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Summary/Description

Get ready to experience the ultimate offshore fishing adventure with the 28 foot Carolina Classic. This machine was
designed and built with one purpose in mind: to conquer the biggest and baddest fish in the sea.

Get ready to experience the ultimate offshore fishing adventure with the 28 foot Carolina Classic. This machine was
designed and built with one purpose in mind: to conquer the biggest and baddest fish in the sea. With a variety of twin
engine power and drive choices, including gas or diesel, and conventional inboard or jack shaft to sterndrive, the 28 is
the ultimate choice for serious anglers who demand the best.

Not only does the 28 have the power to take on the toughest conditions, but it also has plenty of living space. The cabin
boasts six feet of headroom, a V-berth with filler, a galley with microwave, sink, refrigerator, and table, and a full walk-in
electric head with shower. With storage areas throughout the boat, you'll have plenty of room for all of your gear and
supplies.

Maintenance is a breeze with the 28. The dry, oversized engine compartment provides roomy access to the hydraulics,
generator, pumps, and batteries, while the bilge runs in a tunnel underneath the gel-coated engine room to keep all vital
mechanics dry and clean. The air intakes are high above the sheer to keep corrosive salt spray out, and the cabin walls
are finished with gel to make them easy to clean and free of mildew.

But that's not all. The 28 is a complete package with a short "extras" list. The most popular addition is the command
tower, which encloses the lower helm station and provides a complete second station above. With long-range fuel
capacity, you'll be able to stay out on the water all day, and with the 28's exceptional performance and handling, you'll
be able to go farther and faster than ever before.

Don't settle for anything less than the best. Invest in the 28 foot Carolina Classic today and experience the ultimate
offshore fishing machine.

Features and recent upgrades

Don't miss the opportunity to own this exceptional Carolina Classic Sport Fishing Boat. Meticulously maintained and
loaded with numerous upgrades, this boat is ready to hit the water and fulfill your fishing adventures. With only 350
hours currently, it offers low engine and generator hours, ensuring years of reliable service. Here are the remarkable
features that make this boat stand out:

Mechanical Features:

- New turbos on both engines, ensuring optimal performance

- New transmission on starboard motor; port motor is in perfect condition
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- Generator with 318 hours, providing power while out on the water

- New macerator for convenient waste disposal

- Hynotics shift system and AC recently serviced, ensuring smooth operation

- New j valve, ensuring efficient water flow

- New bilge pumps for added safety

- Clean raw water exchange, enhancing engine cooling efficiency

- Oil, fuel filters, and impellers serviced in May 2023, ensuring optimal engine performance

Interior and Comfort:

- New head for enhanced comfort and convenience

- New upholstery throughout, giving a fresh and stylish look

- New interior lights for improved visibility

- AC system recently serviced, providing cool air on hot days

- All interior professionally shampooed, creating a clean and inviting atmosphere

- New refrigerator and great working microwave for convenient meal preparation

Electronics and Navigation:

- New Auto pilot in tower and downstairs, ensuring precise and effortless navigation

- New 46-mile HD RADAR for enhanced situational awareness

- CMOR maps covering Bahamas and south Florida, providing detailed navigation information

- Three new Axium Pro Raymarine displays featuring down vision, real vision, side vision, 3D vision, sonar, and auto
capabilities

- Two 12" displays and one 8" display for easy monitoring and control

- Compass up and downstairs for reliable navigation

- VHF radio up and downstairs for efficient communication

- Fusion Bluetooth and JL audio speakers, providing a superior audio experience

Exterior and Fishing Amenities:

- New powder-coated windshield and frames, ensuring durability and aesthetics
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- New eisen glass/strata glass for excellent visibility and protection from the elements

- New underwater lights, adding ambiance and attracting marine life

- New bottom paint for improved hull protection

- 40-gallon live well and two 4' fish boxes for storing your catch

- Two built-in tackle boxes for organized fishing gear storage

- Raw and fresh water wash downs for easy cleaning

- Three fresh water sinks for added convenience

- Air horn for safety and communication

- Movable spot light with full functionality, allowing precise illumination

Additional Features:

- EPIRB built-in for enhanced safety measures

- Full upper station for improved visibility during navigation

- Everything on the boat works flawlessly

- All fuel lines, water lines, and zinks are new

- New windshield wipers for clear visibility in all weather conditions

- New Bimini cover for sun protection

- Full maintenance history available

- Everything is clean, well-maintained, and ready to use

This Carolina Classic Sport Fishing Boat offers unparalleled quality, performance, and functionality. Whether you are an
avid angler or looking for a comfortable and reliable boat for cruising, this vessel is sure to impress. Don't miss your
chance to own this meticulously upgraded boat that has everything you need for a successful and enjoyable time on the
water. Contact us today to schedule a viewing.
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